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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Summer, 1974
Fall, 1974
Winter, 1975
Spring, 1975
Summer, 1975

Thomas D. Baugh, Chemistry
Husnu Bayburt, Physics
Michael Paul Berny, Mathematics
Charles Patrick Bradley, Jr., Physics and Mathematics
Leslie Glenn Bramley, Biology
John C. Currie, Administration and Economics
Victor A. Curtis, Biology
Patricia Rae Devillier, Mathematics
Charles Patrick Bradley, Jr., Physics and Mathematics
Leslie Glenn Bramley, Biology
John C. Currie, Administration and Economics
Victor A. Curtis, Biology
Patricia Rae Devillier, Mathematics

With Honors

David Charles Elegy, Physics
With Honors
William J. Ellis, Biology
Rita Mary Gibbons, Biology
Lucius Hill, Jr., Biology
Szczezan Nikolaj Hordynski, Biology
With Honors
Terry M. Horne, Mathematics
With Honors
Gary Kent Longfellow, Biology
Arturo Luna, Biology
Donald Harry McAllister, Administration
Frank Karl Merrow, Physics and Mathematics
With Honors
Daniel Albert Morse, Biology
Elaine R. Peskind, Biology
With High Honors
Deborah Lynn Vigneault, Biology
With Honors
Robert E. White, Jr., Administration

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE, BACHELOR OF ARTS

Summer, 1974
Fall, 1974
Winter, 1975
Spring, 1975
Summer, 1975

Thomas Patrick Abbott, Sociology
Melvin E. Abeyta, Administration
Adrienne Jo Adams, Sociology and Social Sciences
With Honors
Barry Lee Adams, Psychology
Catherine Sue Adams, Child Development and Social Sciences
Deoise Adams, Social Sciences
Cecilia L. Aguilera, Liberal Studies
Michael George Ainsworth, Geography
Barbara Jean Albertson, Administration
Paul H. Albright, Economics
Claude H. Allison III, Administration
Juan Almanza, Social Sciences
David Alvarez, Sociology
Doris L. Alvarez, Psychology
Perry Steven Amendt, Philosophy
Toni G. Apicelli, Administration
Karyl M. Arnold, Psychology
Salvador Arratia, Administration
Kenneth M. Arrowsmith, Administration
Michael J. Aschenbrenner, Art
Diana Gamboa Avila, Mathematics
Winslow N. Azpeitia, Psychology
Joseph Gerard Baca, Biology
Karen Overhuls Badley, History
Robert Edward Bailey, Sociology
Gary Alfred Bain, History
Mark E. Baker, Economics
John David Ballard, Administration
Maria T. Banez, Social Sciences
Barbara R. Barnes, Social Sciences
Leslie Eugene Barns, Political Science
Bruce Michael Bates, Philosophy
Thaddeus G. Battin, Spanish
Peter A. Bechtold, Social Sciences
D. M. Beedle, Administration and Mathematics
Robert Keith Bell, Administration
Salvatore J. Bellia, French
Stanley Breereton Bennett, History
Jeanne E. Benson, Social Sciences
Frances Katherine Benton, Liberal Studies
William H. Berg, History
William Robert Berg, Political Science
James C. Bess, Jr., Administration
Daniel Carlyle Biehler II, Economics
Robert David Birdseye, Administration
Barbara Louise Bishop, Administration
Anthony James Blakely, Administration
Kathleen Jeanne Blalock, Liberal Studies
David Blank, Administration
Jackie A. Blauer, Liberal Studies
Robert Davis Blauert, Social Sciences
Paul Henry Bleile, Administration
Jill Marilyn Bohan, Drama
Denise Sarah Boles, Psychology
Maryetta Kelsick Boone, Sociology
David Alan Boostrom, Political Science
Steven Glen Boostrom, Geography
Jeanette Borman, Liberal Studies
Ronald E. Boufford, Administration
William Robert Bowler, Administration
William Gilbert Boyer, Administration
Grant S. Bradshaw, Psychology
David Leroy Braford, Criminal Justice
Ruthetta Covert Brandt, Psychology
Janet Braunstein, Liberal Studies
Karen Lee Brewer, Criminal Justice
Steven Paul Brierty, Administration
James Stewart Brigham, Chemistry
Dwight David Brink, Criminal Justice
Elizabeth Webster Bristow, Art
With Honors
Gladys Bernice Austin Brooks, Social Sciences
Janice Marie Brotchie, Social Sciences
With Honors
Anthony Lee Brown, Administration
With High Honors
James Michael Brown, Sr., Administration
Edward A. Bruce, Social Sciences and Political Science
Peter Henry Bryk, Sociology
James J. Brzytwa, Administration
With Honors
John Paul Burcher, Biology
Nancy L. Burkholder, Art
Donald Samuel Caccamise, Administration
Betty Ann Cain, Sociology
With High Honors
Shirley Ann Caldwell, Political Science and Social Sciences
Frances J. Campos, Psychology
Lori Capparelli, Drama
Karen Jeanette Cappellin, Sociology
Robin J. Cara, Political Science
G. Maria Carlos, Sociology
Julaine F. Carlstrom, Social Sciences
With Honors
Tom Caron, Art
Frankie L. Carricaburu, English
Della Jewel Carroll, English
Theodore Julius Carry, Administration
With Honors
Carol Jean Carstens, History
Barbara H. Casey, Psychology
With Honors
Dino A. Casillas, History
Barbara Jo Castano, Sociology
David Castillo, Political Science
Sonja Marie Catalano, Psychology
With Honors
Betty A. Chambers, Social Sciences
With Honors
Larry Roger Chapin, Administration
Linda Coppenger Chatigny, Art
Deborah Chatman, Sociology
Tony Chavez, Administration
Gary Brock Chenault, Administration
Matthias Tshen-Sinn Chong, Administration
Benedict Cisneros, Social Sciences
Eleanor Ann Clark, Liberal Studies
With Honors
Kathleen Louise Clarke, Social Sciences
Jerome Peter Collins, Criminal Justice
Donna Conant, Art
Phillip E. Coon, Social Sciences
Jack W. Corbin, Administration
Shirley J. Corle, Social Sciences
With Highest Honors
Jackie Correia, Administration
Leon M. Correz, History
George Costakos, Administration
Kent W. Cozad, Political Science
Cora S. Westmoreland Crawford, Social Sciences
Joe Ann Crawford, Social Sciences
Charlesa L. Crow, Social Sciences
Daniel M. Cunningham, Psychology
Ned Ripley Curtis, Biology
With Honors
Linda Ann Glover Cusick, Humanities
With Honors
Deborah Lynn Dahlberg, Political Science
With Honors
Joyce Dappen, Psychology
Cleophas Davidson, Social Sciences
L. F. Davis, Administration
With Honors
Margaret C. Davis, Liberal Studies
James DeAguiilera, Social Sciences
William M. Dean, Administration
Patricia M. Deike, Anthropology
Aurelio De La Torre, Jr., Sociology
Tony M. Del Rio, Criminal Justice
Hugh Richard Denton, Administration
Claude Edward Denver, Administration
Jack Edward DeVane, Jr., Anthropology
Donald W. Dexter, Music
Pennie Rae Dexter, Music
Steven G. Dirksen, Social Sciences
Frank Donahue, Psychology
With Honors
Christine Louise Doolittle, Psychology
Jerrold Ray Dowdall, Psychology and History
Kenneth A. Drake, Administration
Craig A. Dugger, Political Science
Christian Crawford Eaton, History
With Honors
Christopher E. Elder, Psychology
With Honors
Steven W. Elder, Political Science
Lynn Suzanne Eldridge, Sociology
Lea D. Elrod, Social Sciences
Gordon Robert Espy, Social Sciences
Cynthia Louise Esser, Child Development
Bonnie Keim Evans, Liberal Studies and Political Science
John L. Evans, Jr., Biology
Helen L. Fabrizio, Social Sciences
Richard Dean Faidley, Criminal Justice
Kenneth W. Fall, Administration
Lynn J. Fassler, Liberal Studies
Gerald A. Fawcett, Administration
Margaret Frances Fehn, Social Sciences
Margaret Clare Feille, Art
Robert James Ferrian, Administration
With Honors
Wayne J. Filut, History and Social Sciences
Eubulus Fisher, Psychology
Susie P. Fisher, Liberal Studies and History
John W. Fleming, Jr., Criminal Justice
Jan Elizabeth Fondy, Economics
George Jake Foster, Sociology
Vita Joan Fox, English and Liberal Studies
Katherine Theone Hester Frahm, Liberal Studies
R. Marie Frasier, Sociology
Charles Robert Freel, Sociology
Mimi V. Freemon, Sociology
Lawrence Lazo Futchko, Geography
Gloria Marie Gadbois, Psychology
Judy Gaines, Administration
Ernesto Gallardo II, Psychology
Rosemary Earlene Gallavan, Mathematics
Dorothy A. Grant, Administration
James Owen Garvey, Anthropology and Social Sciences
Jeffrey K. Gaulke, Psychology
Bruno Gavriloaia, Art
Vincent Virgil Geluso, Social Sciences
Vicki J. George, Humanities
Stephen M. Gianni, Sociology
Candace Christine Gilbert, Sociology
Clarence A. Gilyard, Sociology
William N. Goff, Psychology
Frederick John Gardner, Jr., Administration
Richard I. Garland, Administration
Nick Garnica, Administration
Donald Marshall Garthwaite, History
James Owen Garvey, Anthropology and Social Sciences
Jeffrey K. Gaulke, Psychology
Bruno Gavriloaia, Art
Vincent Virgil Geluso, Social Sciences
Vicki J. George, Humanities
Stephen M. Gianni, Sociology
Candace Christine Gilbert, Sociology
Clarence A. Gilyard, Sociology
William N. Goff, Psychology
Ronald Jerome Gohl, Psychology
Christine Stock Gollmyer, Psychology
Gary W. Goltara, Administration
Dora Gomez, Psychology
Laura Marie Gomez, Spanish
Alfred G. Gonzales, Administration
Shirley Ann Gordon, Sociology
Pamela Kay Graff, Social Sciences
Randolph L. Gray, Art
James Leonard Griggs, Criminal Justice
Garry M. Grimes, Sociology
Larry B. Grimes, Sociology
Linda Louise Grotke, Administration
Roger Scott Grove, Administration
Laura Lucia Guillen, Sociology
Phillip Paul Guillen, Administration
Ghaaneyatun Hadee, Sociology
John Stephen Haine, Administration
Hani Haj, Economics
William R. Hale, Administration
Carla Gayle Hall, Psychology
Lynna Joyce Hall, Anthropology and Social Sciences
Roland L. Hamel, History
Donald O. Hamilton, Administration
Eugene Donald Hamilton, Sociology
Edward M. Hammond, Liberal Studies
Timothy E. Hanley, Social Sciences
Vichin Hansaward, Administration
Darrell Eugene Hardcastle, Biology
Karen Louise Harmitcheh, French
Marney Harris, Social Sciences
Julia Ann Harrison, Biology
Kathleen Diane Hart, Art
John David Hatt, Music
Clyde O. Haver II, Sociology
Mac Miller Hawkins, Political Science
Patricia Novak Hawley, Spanish
Philip Bruce Heavenston, Psychology
With Honors
Margaret Evelyn Heimer, Administration
Wanda Louise Henderson, History
John N. Hendrick, Administration
Christine Dianne Henley, History
Kenneth Herron, Social Sciences
Clyde Dennis Hessom, Art
Stephen John Heynen, Psychology
Herbert G. Hill, Administration and Economics
Langston Hill, Administration
Jacqueline June Hilton, Mathematics
With Honors
Susan N. Hoge, Psychology
Janice May Holbrook, Liberal Studies
William Warner Holcombe, Jr., Child Development
Lynda L. Holdren, Child Development
Thomas Anthony Holmes, Biology
Janice A. Honaker, Psychology
With Honors
Harry H. L. Hooyenga, Administration
Jesse Rolland Hopkins, History
Terry Searle Hopper, Administration
Kenneth LeRoy Howard, Administration
Nancy Glade Hudak, Sociology
With Highest Honors
Richard Paul Hunt, Administration
Charlotte Anne Hunter, Social Sciences
Richard Leon Hunter, Chemistry
Deborah Kay Huss, Art
Paul E. Hutchens, Jr., Administration
Douglas Duane Hutchinson, Sociology
Hallie A. Hyer, Biology
Lorenzo Infante, Jr., Administration
James M. Ingram, Jr., Physics
Charles R. Irwin, Administration
Dean Terrel Jackson, Psychology
Joseph E. James, Administration
Patricia L. James, Social Sciences
Alexander A. Jaramillo, Biology
Irvin Jefferson, Sociology
Cathy Lynn Harshman Jeglin, Child Development
Cecelia Marie Jeglin, Sociology
Marvin Harley Jeglin, Social Sciences, Political Science and History
Elizabeth J. Jenkins, Liberal Studies
With Honors
Robert Jiminez, Social Sciences
Albert Francis Johnson II, Chemistry
With Honors
Charles R. Johnson, Sr., Sociology and Social Sciences
Deborah Sheree Johnson, Sociology
Keith W. Johnson, Psychology
Richard Maitland Jones, Child Development
Walter Eugene Jones, Biology
Donald Eugene Jordan, Administration
Howard V. Jordan, Jr., Political Science
Patricia J. Jordan, Mathematics
With Honors
William C. Jordan, Administration
Kurt Lee Kalbus, Mathematics
With High Honors
Eileen Wilkin Kaufman, Sociology
With Honors
Richard Clifton Keagy, Biology
Bernice A. Kedzior, Social Sciences
Anthony Maurice Kelley, Psychology
With Honors
Bruce Robert Kelley, Liberal Studies
Kerry Lou Kempkey, Child Development
Carolee Kent, Anthropology
With Honors
Patrick John Kerrigan, English
Carolyn Joan Ketchell, Psychology
With Honors
Mildred A. Ketterhagen, Geography and Social Sciences
With Honors
James D. Kieffer, Administration
John Thomas Kiesler II, Political Science
With High Honors
Denise Ann Killgore, Psychology and Child Development
Edward W. Killian, Psychology
Stephen Lawrence Kinney, Mathematics
Alegre G. Klug, Liberal Studies
Kenneth R. Knauss, Administration
Kathryn M. Knowles, Psychology
With Honors
Linda Lou Knowles, Music
Jerry E. Knudsen, Administration
Marc Koenig, Administration
Carla H. Krause, English
With Honors
Floyd Louis Kreitz, Administration
With Honors
Linda Cloke Kreutzer, Administration
Pieter J. Krommenhoek, Special Major
Alice M. Kuykendall, Sociology
Gary J. Ladoceour, Psychology
With Honors
Linda Jeanne Lakness, Psychology
Gwendolyn T. Lambert, Sociology
Charles W. Lane, Psychology
Albert G. Laragione, Social Sciences
With Honors
Kathleen T. Larsen, Psychology
With High Honors
Clifford Walter Larson, Psychology and Social Sciences
Erik K. Larson, Geography
John Robert Lautz II, Anthropology
Mary Nell Lavin, Art
With Honors
Claudia Nanette Lee, Philosophy
Constance Marie Lee, Sociology and Criminal Justice
Melida Lemos, Art
Virginia A. Leonard, Art
Carolyn Harp Leuschen, Criminal Justice
Ronald James Leuschen, Administration
Daniel Edward Lewis, English
Terry Allen Lewis, Economics
Mario Anthony Linares, Economics
Elizabeth Lind, Special Major
Mary E. Lindars, English
David Dale Lindeman, Administration
Lee Catherine Lindley, Art
Edward J. Lindley, Administration
With Honors
Timothy F. Littlefield, Criminal Justice
Richard Kennedy Livermore, Administration
James A. Logan, Jr., Sociology and Criminal Justice
Hector R. Lopez, Anthropology
Jarunee Lovinithum, Administration
Phillip J. Lugo, Psychology
James Paul Lunceford, Administration
Ronald Stewart Lund, Administration
Mark James Lundy, Spanish
Cloud A. McClellan, Art
Bradley John McDuffee, History
Kathryne Charlene McHaney, Social Sciences
Michael S. McKiernan, Administration
David Robert McLaughlin, Administration
Marie Elaine McLaughlin, History
Lynn Ellen McMakin, History
James G. Macdonald, Administration
Sandra Macias, Sociology
Carol Sue Mack, Music
Randall Scott Mackey, English
Ernest Magee, Art
Douglas A. Maire, Philosophy
Sam A. Malisos, English
Keith John Malley, Mathematics
Daniel D. Malone, Criminal Justice
Hugh Lee Malone, Jr., Administration
Betty Juandine Mang, Liberal Studies
Cheri Lyn Marks, Social Sciences
Wilfred Gray Marrero, Biology
Willie Martin, Sociology and Social Sciences
Michael Trinidad Martinez, Economics
Benjamin Raydin Mather, Sociology
Joan L. Mathews, Art
Ricky Matthey, Biology
Edward Paul Mattson, English

With Honors
Janet M. Mayo, Art
Michael John Metcalf, Economics
Darlene Mikkelson, Geography
Karen Mikkelson, Biology
Sharon Milecki, Psychology
Gary Charles Miller, Administration, Economics and History
Herbert Edwin Miller, Administration

With Honors
L. D. Miller, Psychology and Social Sciences
Troy F. Minning, Administration
Dil Miyasoto, Administration
Gregory Bruce Moloney, Biology
Magdalena Monge, Art
Chauncih T. Mongkol, Economics
James Gilbert Moore, Administration
Jean C. Moore, Art

With Honors
Ethel Gereldine Moton, Social Sciences
Patricia Elizabeth Motz, Liberal Studies
Susan Skjarstad Mount, Child Development
Daniel C. Muye, Mathematics
Joyce Muckenfuss, Child Development
Florence Elizabeth Mullendore, Sociology
Allen Lee Munson, Administration
David Frank Munter, Administration
Barbara Lee Clark Myall, Liberal Studies

With Honors
Angeline Gustafson Myerchin, Liberal Studies
Mary Vasquez Nadeau, Liberal Studies
Shawnie Ruth Holmes Neale, Psychology
Kurt L. Nelson, Drama
Cristy Lane Nesser, Liberal Studies
Ernest James Neuhalfen, Administration
Kathleen Ann Newcomer, Drama
Mike E. Newkirk, Administration
With Honors
Michael J. Newman, Administration
Barbara Jean Nielsen, Psychology
With Honors
David J. Nigro, Music
Ginette Elaine Novello, English
Thomas O’Crotty, Social Sciences
Margaret J. Olinger, Child Development
With Honors
Phyllis K. Owens, Child Development
Raymond T. Palombo, Administration
Pramod M. Parckh, Chemistry
Joyce Parker, Psychology
With Honors
Robert J. Parti, Biology
Gerald I. Paustell, St., Anthropology and Psychology
Mary Lou Payne, Liberal Studies
Myra Jean Peacock, Psychology
With Honors
Ricci Dwayne Pelazini, Political Science
Ruth C. Pepe, Art
Mary C. Pepper, Sociology
Eugene Lawrence Perkins, Social Sciences
Julia Louise Perlut, Child Development
Ronald Arlo Petersen, Social Sciences
William David Pettersen, Sociology
With Honors
Lawrence Philip Phaneuf, Administration
Raymond E. Philabaum, Administration
Rene M. Pirot, Biology
With Highest Honors
Ramona Henderson Pitkin, Administration
With Honors
Forrest Bradley Pitts, Sociology
Harriet Linnea Poole, Sociology
Bradley C. Pope, Administration
Monique Powell, Administration
Diana Gail Pruiett, Liberal Studies
Joseph Anthony Quaranta, Political Science
Larry Lee Rabenstein, Biology
With Honors
Barbara Ann Rakow, French and Humanities
Stephen Arthur Ramirez, Sociology
Leticia Rosales Ramos, Spanish
Paul Richard Ramsperger, Administration
With Honors
Patty Graham Ranck, Social Sciences
Gilbert R. Rangel, Jr., Economics
John R. Ray, Jr., Administration and History
James Michael Reaves, English
Randi Stewart Redfem, Drama
James L. Reeder, Administration
Daniel W. Rees, Administration
Robert Clint Rees, Biology
Robert Castle Reeve II, Administration
Dean Charles Rehm, Chemistry
With Honors
Pamela Reider, Social Sciences
With High Honors
Judy Karen Reilly, Social Sciences
With Honors
Robert David Reilly, History
Walter James Reilly, Jr., Sociology
Donald A. Renwick, Jr., History
Penelope Anne Kriegh Renwick, Anthropology
With Honors
Nancy Reynolds, Sociology
Kathleen Marie Rezendes, History
Larry A. Rice, Administration
P. Dell Fitzgerald Richards, English
With Honors
Martin B. Richelli, Administration
Linda S. Ricketts, Administration
Patricia Ann Rieke, English
Thomas R. Riley, Administration
Ronald A. Ripley, Psychology
Anthony M. Rivern, Social Sciences
Claudia Carmen Rivera, Spanish
Felix Manuel Rivera, Sociology
Gale W. Roach, Physics
Lee David Roberts, Economics
With Honors
Cynthia Anne Robinson, Psychology
Richard C. Robles, Humanities
E. Burke Rochford, Jr., Sociology
With Honors
Russell Rodosky, Criminal Justice
Maurice Rodriguez, Administration
John Marshall Rogers, Political Science
Mary A. Rogers, History and English
With Honors
Patricia A. Rogers, Sociology
Jessica Ann Rojas, Social Sciences
Linda Ann Roller, Liberal Studies
Amador Alaniz Roman, Spanish
Eugene J. Ronning, Sociology
With High Honors
Paul Hendrick Rossiter, Administration
Joan Edith Rubel, Psychology
With Honors
Dorothy Ann Rudor, Sociology and Social Sciences
John Richard Ruehle II, Administration
Donald C. Rugg, Administration
Stephen E. Rusher, Psychology
Gerard A. Sabatelli, History
Aminudin Saidin, Economics
David Saladino, Criminal Justice
James L. Salaz, Geography
Bryant J. Saldivar, Administration
Norma Walden Saunders, English
Pamela Tharp Saunders, Criminal Justice
Patricia Schartman, Psychology
With High Honors
Norman Dennis Schiltz, Administration
Janice Schlimpert, Liberal Studies
Janice E. Schnitzer, Liberal Studies
Horst Georg Schur, Psychology
Frederick Alan Schupbach, Political Science
Mark C. Schweitzer, Psychology
With Honors
Susan Elaine Senter, Social Sciences
Richard Seymour, Geography
Linda Joyce Shade, Liberal Studies
Sheldon M. Shaffer, Administration
Joseph P. Shepard, Administration and Economics
Ellen Marie Sheridan, Anthropology, Child Development and Social Sciences
Bonnie Jennifer Sherman, Child Development
Stanley J. Sherwood, Administration
Douglas Paul Shevalier, Social Sciences
Douglas C. Shisler, Administration
Carol Leanna Simmons, Anthropology
Roberta M. Sipchen, Social Sciences
Richard Donald Skalski, Economics
Todd W. Skinner, Administration
Andrew M. Smith, Political Science
With Honors
Cynthia L. Smith, Art
George E. Smith, Anthropology
With Honors
Hans Richard Smith, Philosophy and French
Harvey A. Smith, Administration
Nathan Robert Smith, Administration
Randall Craig Smith, Anthropology
Virginia Lee Smith, Art
William David Smith, Political Science
Evelyn L. Solomon, Administration
Glaitis I. Somerby, Liberal Studies
Robert R. Southworth, Political Science
Sondra Louise Sparks, Drama
With Honors
Dennis Keith Sprang, Sociology
Paul Martin Sreboth, Economics
Michel Stachowski, Biology
Patricia J. Starr, Social Sciences
Roberta Alice Stathis, Anthropology and Social Sciences
With Honors
Gary Michael Steidle, Criminal Justice
Timothy Clark Steinhaus, Environmental Studies
Mary Patricia Stephenson, Economics
With Honors
Charles W. Stewart, Jr., Administration
Anne Stillwell, Psychology
Linda Juanita Stockham, Anthropology
James Jay Stoffel, Economics and Administration
With Honors
Raleigh B. Strader III, Administration
With High Honors
Theodore J. Strader, Administration
With Honors
Steven Charles Strum, Psychology
Georgia L. Sullivan, Art
Bernadine A. Taylor, Administration
With Honors
Michael R. Teeter, Administration and Social Sciences
Mohammad Bavafaye Tehrani, Economics
Pete S. Tellez, Jr., Administration
Harold K. Thacker, Administration
Daniel J. Thaens, Administration
Guy W. Thomas, Psychology
Pamela June Thomas, Liberal Studies
Jewel Carter Thompson, Sociology
Lynn Alan Thompson, Anthropology
Pamela Chadwick Thompson, Liberal Studies
Judith Torres, Economics
Clinton A. Townsend, Administration
David Morris Trautman, Social Sciences
Francisco Trejo, Criminal Justice
Marilyn Jeane Trombetta, Sociology
Norman B. Tucker, Sociology
Brian Peter Tudor, Chemistry
With High Honors
Janice Louise Tyson, Sociology
Alan Marc Ullman, History
Margene Upper, Psychology and Child Development
Timothy M. Uptegrove, Administration
Elizabeth A. Urlaub, Psychology and Sociology
Martin Lorenzo Valdez, Political Science
Robin L. Valles, Child Development
John Martin Van Aken, Sociology
Robert Garrett Vander Kamp, Psychology
Theodore Y. Opp Vastine, Criminal Justice
Robert Vedo, Administration
Christy Lee Ventres, Biology
With Highest Honors
David D. Vick, Psychology
Maria A. Villarreal, French and Spanish
With Honors
Carla Donica Wallace, Sociology
With Honors
Rebecca Ann Wallace, Liberal Studies
Rhoda Sarah Wallace, Psychology
Steven Ray Wallace, Psychology
Sharon Pamela Walls, Administration and Economics
Marianne D. Walsh, Sociology
William L. Walsh, Jr., Sociology
Carl Walters, Criminal Justice
Elisa Engler Warm, Anthropology
Jane Ann Warner, Art and Spanish
With Honors
Jerry Thomas Weaver, Jr., Political Science
Cheryl Estelle Weese, Social Sciences
With Honors
Joan Bundy Weiser, French
Carolyn L. Wells, Sociology
Timothy Robert Werkhoven, Psychology
With Honors
Betty Mae West, Psychology
Charles Edward West II, Administration
Julia A. West, Social Sciences
Colleen Alana White, Liberal Studies
John P. Whitehair, Psychology
Teresa Suzanne Whitehair, Psychology
John Condon Willes, Biology
Arlene Oyas Williams, Mathematics
Betty A. Williams, Administration
Doris Jean Williams, Art
Gerald R. Williamson, Criminal Justice and Social Sciences
Katherine Elaine Wilson, Psychology
Laurie Alice Kallsen Wilson, Art
Paul Garland Wilson, Sociology
Danny Allen Winne, Criminal Justice
With Honors
Cheryl Ballard Winstead, Art
Gregory Lee Wolfe, Art
Fall and Winter Quarter graduates are listed with honors achieved at time of completion of their degree requirements. Spring and Summer Term graduates are candidates for honors, as listed, based upon their grade-point average at the conclusion of the Winter Quarter.

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE, MASTER OF ARTS

Summer, 1974

Fall, 1974

Winter, 1975

Spring, 1975

Summer, 1975

John C. Ahern, Administration
Terry Elizabeth Alkens, Elementary Education
Joseph Richard Aros, Elementary Education
W. Wyatt Bibb, Administration
Rosemary Tilden Binney, Secondary Education
Thomas D. Bohan, Psychology
Beverly R. Bourelle, Elementary Education
Donnie Dean Boucher, Education
Rondall Ray Brown, Secondary Education
Delfina Lopez Bryant, Elementary Education
Mary Ann Burke, Elementary Education
Warren Campbell, Secondary Education
Gloria R. Carlson, Elementary Education
Patricia Jeraldine Carthen, Education (Counseling)
Donald Joseph Caruso, Administration
Edward R. Clark, Administration
Jolyen Lea Craig, Elementary Education
Darnetta Duncan, Elementary Education
Joanne S. Evans Duncan, Elementary Education
Byron Jack Furchild, Elementary Education
Cesar D. Faz, Administration
Clyde P. Fisher, Jr., Elementary Education
Arnold R. Franz, Administration
Patrice Lorraine Fulton, Administration
William Lamar Fulwood, Elementary Education
Gary John George, Secondary Education
Alta Mae Germany, Elementary Education
Billie A. Goff, Elementary Education
Louis Salazar Gomez, Education (Counseling)
Sidney Harry Goodman, Psychology
Jesse Sterling Hall, Administration
Robert T. Hayes, Elementary Education
Elmer Lee Hockman, Administration
Terry Allen Holt, Administration
Larry Edward Horton, Elementary Education
Marlene H. House, Elementary Education
Daniel Marshall Hynes, Elementary Education
Kathryn Isenberger, Psychology
Joan Rachel James, Elementary Education
Flora R. Johnson, Education (Counseling)
Veola Kirk, Elementary Education
Mary Pauline Lakes, Administration
Suzanne Leger, Elementary Education
Benjamin Lester, Jr., Administration
Shirley A. Loreman, Administration
Nadine Marie Lyons, Education (Counseling)
Howard Allen Marseilles, Administration
Dorothy Nell Sanders Martin, Education (Counseling)
Marsha B. Martin, Education (Counseling)
Theodore G. Miller, Elementary Education
Violet H. Neuman, Education (Counseling)
Nancy Jo Newman, Elementary Education
Zoneth Overbey, Elementary Education
Patricia Adell Thompson Reed, Elementary Education
Mary Carolyn Reid, Elementary Education
Deloris Hassell Rhodes, Education (Counseling)
Ida Duncan Roberson, Elementary Education
George David Robertson, Administration
Mary Helen Rowe, Administration
Edward A. Schmidt, Administration
William S. Smith, Administration
Jerome J. Snodgress, Secondary Education
Robert Nils Sporrong, Administration
Errol Neil Strecker, Administration
Cheryl Russell Strong, Elementary Education
Catherine Jean Taylor, Elementary Education
Timothy B. Tucker, Education (Counseling)
Saleh Ali Al-Turki, Administration
John T. Vanderzanden, Administration
Barbara van Schaik, Psychology
Constance Mae DeLaney Wallace, Elementary Education
Robert Charles White, Administration
Howard G. Wolff, Education (Counseling)
Barbara Denney Woods, Elementary Education
Evan L. Wride, Administration
Robert D. Wright, Administration
THE ACADEMIC DRESS

The history of academic dress goes back to the medieval European universities of the 14th century. United States universities have now standardized the academic regalia so that its features are common throughout the country. The gown is ordinarily black for academic degrees. The pattern of the sleeves varies with the degree held: pointed sleeves for the bachelor's degree; short sleeves for the master's degree; and round, full sleeves for the doctor's degree. The bachelor's and master's gowns have no trimmings. The doctor's gown is faced down the front with black velvet and three bars of the same material across the sleeves. The color of the velvet on the sleeves also could be the color of the subject in which the degree was earned.

Hoods are usually not worn for the bachelor's degree. The master's hood is shorter and lacks the panels of the doctor's hood. The silk lining of the hoods bears the colors of the institution from which the individual was graduated. The velvet binding or edging of the hood designates the academic major in which the wearer has taken his degree.

At California State College, San Bernardino, the velvet binding on the master's hoods is light blue for education, white for psychology and light brown for administration. The brown silk chevron on the blue lining depict the college's colors.

Some of the colors represented on the master's hoods of faculty members include:

- Arts and Letters: White
- Economics: Copper
- Education: Light Blue
- Fine Arts: Brown
- Library Science: Lemon Yellow
- Music: Pink
- Nursing: Apricot
- Social Sciences: Cream
- Philosophy: Dark Blue
- Physical Education: Sage Green
- Science: Golden Yellow

Traditional color trimmings for doctor's hoods include:

- Doctor of Business: Drab
- Doctor of Education: Light Blue
- Doctor of Philosophy: Dark Blue
- Doctor of Fine Arts: Brown
- Doctor of Music: Pink

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, SAN BERNARDINO

ADVISORY BOARD

Mrs. William E. (Barbara) Leonard, Chairman, San Bernardino
William H. Baughn, Vice Chairman, San Bernardino
Shibli S. Damus, San Bernardino
Arthur J. Forbes, Riverside
Mrs. Don H. (Wilma) Goodcell, San Bernardino
James K. Guthrie, San Bernardino
Leroy Hansberger, Redlands
Harold C. Harris, Jr., San Bernardino
Martin Matich, Rialto
Verne F. Potter, Jr., San Bernardino
Mrs. C. Lowell (Nancy) Smith, San Bernardino
Earl Wilson, San Bernardino